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**Winner of Creative Child Magazine 2015 Book of the Year Award** **Winner of Moonbeam
Children's Book Awards 2015 Gold Medal** This colorfully illustrated multicultural children's
book presents Vietnamese fairy tales and other folk stories—providing insight into a rich literary
culture. Vietnamese Children's Favorite Stories, is a charming collection of fifteen tales as told
by prominent storyteller Tran Thi Minh Phuoc. In it, Tran—Minnesota's first Vietnamese librarian
and an active member of the Vietnamese-American community—recounts cherished folktales
such as "The Story of Tam and Cam" (the Vietnamese version of Cinderella), "The Jade
Rabbit," and "The Legend of the Mai Flower." With beautiful illustrations by veteran artists
Nguyen Thi Hop and Nguyen Dong, children and adults alike will be enchanted by Tran's
English retellings. Stories in which integrity, hard work and a kind heart triumph over deception,
laziness, and greed—as gods, peasants, kings and fools spring to life in legends of bravery and
beauty, and fables about nature. The Children's Favorite Stories series was created to share
the folktales and legends most beloved by children in the East with young readers of all
backgrounds in the West. Vietnamese Children's Favorite Stories will keep Vietnam's folktales
alive for them and the legions of young readers who enjoy multicultural children's books and
stories set in faraway lands. Other multicultural children's books in this series include: Asian
Children's Favorite Stories, Indian Children's Favorite Stories, Indonesian Children's Favorite
Stories, Japanese Children's Favorite Stories, Singapore Children's Favorite Stories, Filipino
Favorite Children's Stories, Favorite Children's Stories from China & Tibet, Chinese Children's
Favorite Stories, Korean Children's Favorite Stories, Balinese Children's Favorite Stories..
EARLY LEARNING / EARLY LEARNING CONCEPTS. The newest title in Milet's popular
board book series, My First Bilingual Book - A Day features a one-page spread for each daily
activity that children usually partake in, with a brief descriptor of the activity underneath in both
Urdu and English. This means that as well as being bilingual the title is multicultural; readers
hailing from the cultures associated with each language will all equally find something to relate
to. Illustrations feature clean, bold lines and block colours in the style of children's classics
such as Miffy or Elmer. Ages 0+
Did you ever want to teach your kids the basics of Punjabi ? Learning Punjabi can be fun with
this picture book. In this book you will find the following features: Punjabi Alphabets. Punjabi
Words. English Translations.
Did you ever want to teach your kids the basics of Korean ? Learning Korean can be fun with
this picture book. In this book you will find the following features: Korean Alphabets. Korean
Words. English Translations.
????????Milet Limited
Did you ever want to teach your kids the basics of Marathi ? Learning Marathi can be fun with
this picture book. In this book you will find the following features: Marathi Alphabets. Marathi
Words. English Translations.
The Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary gives the vital support which advanced
students need, especially with the essential skills: reading, writing, listening and speaking. In
the book: * 170,000 words, phrases and examples * New words: so your English stays up-todate * Colour headwords: so you can find the word you are looking for quickly * Idiom Finder *
200 'Common Learner Error' notes show how to avoid common mistakes * 25,000 collocations
show the way words work together * Colour pictures: 16 full page colour pictures On the CDROM: * Sound: recordings in British and American English, plus practice tools to help improve
pronunciation * UNIQUE! Smart Thesaurus helps you choose the right word * QUICKfind looks
up words for you while you are working or reading on screen * UNIQUE! SUPERwrite gives on
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screen help with grammar, spelling and collocation when you are writing * Hundreds of
interactive exercises

Did you ever want to teach your kids the basics of Hindi ? Learning Hindi can be
fun with this picture book. In this book you will find the following features: Hindi
Alphabets. Hindi Words. English Translations.
Let your toddler discover the joys of yoga through the simple poses in this yoga
book for kids. With a range of gentle poses carefully selected in an order that will
engage, energize, and then relax, this book can be accessed by all abilities.
Sweet illustrations of yoga positions are brought to life with real photographs of
young children practicing the moves. From downward dog, to cat stretch, to
sleepy sloth, this board book includes a variety of yoga moves that are made fun
for little ones. Babies and toddlers will love looking at the beautiful pictures in this
illustrated children's book and turning the pages by themselves. There are a
range of easy poses for toddlers to copy. Can they stand up tall like a tree and try
to balance on one leg or breathe out fiercely like a lion? My First Yoga helps
preschoolers to develop their early learning skills as they name the animals and
objects that go with each pose; broadening their vocabulary. The sturdy board
book is made for kids to get hands-on with and is perfect for little children to hold
by themselves. Yoga has many health benefits as it helps with balance,
coordination and mindfulness -- it's never too early to start!
**Winner Creative Child Magazine 2018 Book of the Year Award** **2017
Freeman Book Award Honorable Mention for Children's Literature** My First
Book of Vietnamese Words is a beautifully illustrated book that introduces
Vietnamese language and culture to young children through everyday words.
This Vietnamese children's book teaches in a playful way—combining the familiar
ABC rhyming structure with vivid illustrations to encourage young children's
natural language learning abilities. Words kids use every day in English are
joined by words unique to Vietnamese culture to give kids a glimpse of
Vietnamese life and to show how, despite cultural differences, children all over
the world have a lot in common. Linguistic and cultural notes are added to
enhance the kids' adventure in a land that's modern yet filled with beautiful
traditions.
Did you ever want to teach your kids the basics of Nepali ? Learning Nepali can
be fun with this picture book. In this book you will find the following features:
Nepali Alphabets. Nepali Words. English Translations.
Did you ever want to teach your kids 1 to 100 Numbers in Russian ? Learning
Russian can be fun with this numbers book. In this book you will find the following
features: Numbers Spelled in Russian. English Numerical Numbers. Numbers
Spelled in English. Some Important Information Regarding Our Books: Each 1 to
100 Number has its own Page. 101 Pages in Total. No Transliterations
(Pronunciations). You (the Parent) should be helping your child learn how to
pronounce.
Illustrations captioned in English and Arabic present the different types of
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emotions or feelings, like boredom, grumpiness, and pride.
Did you ever want to teach your kids 1 to 100 Numbers in Spanish ? Learning
Spanish can be fun with this numbers book. In this book you will find the following
features: Numbers Spelled in Spanish. English Numerical Numbers. Numbers
Spelled in English. Some Important Information Regarding Our Books: Each 1 to
100 Number has its own Page. 101 Pages in Total. No Transliterations
(Pronunciations). You (the Parent) should be helping your child learn how to
pronounce.
Pictures of everyday objects are accompanied by French words and English translations.
Suggested level: junior, primary.
Vibrant illustrations captioned in English and Turkish present the numbers from one to ten, as
well as the names of a variety of familiar items.
Did you ever want to teach your kids the basics of Vietnamese ? Learning Vietnamese can be
fun with this picture book. In this book you will find the following features: Vietnamese
Alphabets. Vietnamese Words. English Translations.
My First Book of Korean Words is a beautifully illustrated book that introduces young children
to Korean language and culture through everyday words. The words profiled in this book are all
commonly used in the Korean language and are both informative and fun for English-speaking
children to learn. The goals of My First Book of Korean Words are multiple: to familiarize
children with the sounds and structure of Korean speech, to introduce core elements of Korean
culture, to illustrate the ways in which languages differ in their treatment of everyday sounds
and to show how, through cultural importation, a single word can be shared between
languages. Both teachers and parents will welcome the book's cultural and linguistic notes,
and appreciate how the book is organized in a familiar ABC structure. Each word is presented
in Hangeul, as well as in its Romanized form. With the help of this book, we hope more
children (and adults) will soon be a part of the nearly 80 million people worldwide that speak
Korean!
Guaranteed to enrich a toddler's vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books
is ideal for helping children discover a foreign language. Highlighting more complex concepts
that go beyond colors and numbers, titles in the series feature animals, fruit, home, and
vegetables. This collection combines photographs, bright illustrations, and dual-language
words in clear, bold text. Suitable for both individuals and groups, these books are a child's
perfect introduction to exploring other cultures.
Did you ever want to teach your kids the basics of Thai ? Learning Thai can be fun with this
picture book. In this book you will find the following features: Thai Alphabets. Thai Words.
English Translations.
Two new titles in this popular split-page board-book format from Eric Carle are full of favorite
foods and bright animals, and are lots of fun for young children. Full color.

In this counting book a starfish with five arms illustrates the number five, eight reindeer
the figure eight, eighteen crayons the number eighteen, and so on.
"Guaranteed to enrich a toddler's vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual
board books is ideal for helping children discover a foreign language. Highlighting the
two basic concepts of colors and numbers, this collection combines photographs and
colorful illustrations. All images include the words in both English and the second
language in clear, bold text. Suitable for toddlers on their own or in groups, these books
are a child's perfect introduction to exploring new languages."-Did you ever want to teach your kids the basics of Persian ( Farsi ) ? Learning Persian (
Farsi ) can be fun with this picture book. In this book you will find the following features:
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Persian ( Farsi ) Alphabets. Persian ( Farsi ) Words. English Translations.
Part of Milet's new line of bilingual board books, the series focusing on numbers
features a two-page spread on each featured number, with a large image on the right
and four smaller images on the left of objects in quantities of the number. The images
are photographs embellished with illustration, so they are fresh and creative but still
simple and clear. Below each image is the word for the object in English and the
second language in large, bold text. Children can explore the concept of numbers and
practice counting while they learn the words for objects around them in two languages.
Fun activities to help develop basic numeracy skills, written by experts in the field of
primary education. Comes with two wipe-clean pens, allowing children to repeat
activities over and over again.
Did you ever want to teach your kids the basics of Gujarati ? Learning Gujarati can be
fun with this picture book. In this book you will find the following features: Gujarati
Alphabets. Gujarati Words. English Translations.
Teach your preschool child the ABC's and encourage learning while reading and having
fun together with this book that uses pictures of objects and clear word labels to
illustrate each letter of the alphabet from to A-Z. My First: ABC is a board book
designed to withstand wear and tear from your toddler and it is specially designed to
captivate young readers. With bright, bold, and colorful photographs on white
backgrounds, this book creates a foundation for learning. With its simple point-and-say
layout, My First: ABC builds confidence through repetition and encourages preschool
vocabulary and language skills. About the series: DK's most successful board book
series includes fresh photography, contemporary design, and an insightful approach to
engaging preschoolers. With charming, bold design, clear labels, and a wide variety of
topics, these first learning books encourage children to build the vocabulary and
language skills that form the foundation of early education.

Delightful and meaningful, Emotions helps young children enrich their vocabulary
and deepen their understanding of different emotions they feel.
ideal to help children discover the Spanish language This book will allow your
child to discover numerous daily words in Spanish and English. Each double
page will teach your child a number in the two languages, as well as a few words
through examples illustrated and colorful.
Learning to count from one to ten is fun as young readers match fruits with the
correct number of black squares.
Say ‘goodnight’ to baby in this soft interactive cloth book that tiny fingers will
love to explore! With first pictures, soft textures, interactive flaps and a shiny
mirror, this is a book to delight your baby’s senses.
With things to count, words to read, and simple questions and activities, this first
numbers book is perfect for preschool learning. Read it together and help your
toddler develop their observational and maths skills as they learn to recognise
quantities and numbers. Chunky tactile tabs invite little hands to turn straight to
their favourite number, and there's more hands-on learning on each page, your
child will love pointing to the colourful pictures of familiar objects - from 4 balloons
and 5 rubber ducks, to 7 colours of the rainbow, 8 rabbits, and more. Then when
they have counted up to 10, there are other activities to try, like comparing
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different quantities of objects to see which is less or more, counting backwards
from 10, and discovering what groups of 20, 30, 40, 50, and 100 objects look like.
My First Numbers: Let's get Counting makes teaching your toddler about
numbers as easy as 1, 2, 3!
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